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Penguins are a gathering of sea-going flightless birds. 

They live only in the Southern Half of the globe, with 

only one animal varieties, the Galápagos penguin, 

discovered north of the Equator. Exceptionally adjusted 

for life in the water, penguins have counter shaded dim 

and white plumage and flippers for swimming. Most 

penguins feed on krill, fish, squid and different types of 

ocean life which they get while swimming submerged. 

They spend generally 50% of their lives ashore and the 

other half in the ocean.  

Albeit practically all penguin species are local toward 

the Southern Side of the equator, they are not discovered 

uniquely in cool environments, like Antarctica. Indeed, a 

couple of types of penguin live so far south. A few 

animal groups are found in the calm zone, however one 

animal categories, the Galápagos penguin, lives close to 

the Equator. 

Among surviving penguins, bigger penguins occupy 

colder locales, while more modest penguins are by and 

large found in mild or even heat and humidities. Some 

ancient species accomplished huge sizes, turning out to 

be as tall or as substantial as a grown-up human.  

These were not limited to Antarctic areas; despite what 

might be expected, subantarctic locales held onto high 

variety, and at any rate one goliath penguin happened in 

a district around 2,000 km south of the Equator 35 mya, 

in an environment emphatically hotter than today. The 

word penguin initially shows up in the sixteenth century 

as an equivalent for the extraordinary auk. 

When European pioneers found what are today known as 

penguins in the Southern Half of the globe, they saw 

their comparative appearance to the incredible auk of the 

Northern Side of the equator, and named them after this 

bird, in spite of the fact that they are not intently related.

The historical background of the word penguin is as yet 

discussed. The English word isn't obviously of French, 

Breton  or Spanish beginning (the last two are ascribed 

to the French word pingouin "auk"), yet first shows up 

in English or Dutch. 

A few word references propose an induction from 

Welsh pen, "head" and gwyn, "white", including the 

Oxford English Word reference, the American Legacy 

Dictionary, the Century Dictionary and Merriam-

Webster, on the premise that the name was initially 

applied to the extraordinary auk, either in light of the 

fact that it was found on White Head Island (Welsh: Pen 

Gwyn) in Newfoundland, or on the grounds that it had 

white circles around its eyes (however the head was 

dark).  

Grown-up male penguins are called cocks, females are 

hens; a gathering of penguins ashore is a waddle, and a 

gathering of penguins in the water is a pontoon. 

The quantity of surviving penguin species is discussed. 

Contingent upon which authority is followed, penguin 

biodiversity differs somewhere in the range of 17 and 20 

living species, all in the subfamily Spheniscinae.  

A few sources consider the white-flippered penguin a 

different Eudyptula animal categories, while others treat 

it's anything but a subspecies of the little blue penguin; 

the real circumstance is by all accounts more 

complicated. Also, it is as yet indistinct whether the 

imperial penguin is a different animal types or just a 

shading transform of the macaroni penguin. The 

situation with the rockhopper penguins is likewise 

muddled..
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